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Baxter St at the Camera Club of New York presents stages, an exhibition of photographs and drawings by 2016 
Workspace Resident Katherine Hubbard. The exhibition brings together a series of untitled drawings as well as two 
unique photogram installations. 
 
Hubbard considers the field of vision of the camera to be a physical space with boundaries delineated by an invisible 
cut, the line which separates what is in and out of the frame.  In the exhibition, the series of 15 untitled drawings work 
collectively to diagram an array of triangulations, each angle representing the point of view of a single camera. In 
diagramming the field of vision of two cameras, Hubbard considers the social potentiality of these drawings as both 
cameras are being asked to coordinate and negotiate vision together. They work collectively, though not always in 
mimicry, to assemble the field and or mark the physicality of the field in a way that is relational. The drawings work as 
a placeholder for the slippery space between the camera and body as Hubbard diagrams the ways in which our 
orientations towards each other matter.   
 
This negotiation with orientation also carries into the two large body-scaled photogram works included in the 
exhibition. Each work uses a fold to articulate a vertical and horizontal axis within the gallery. The frames for these 
two works both extend well beyond the framed photogram creating a second frame in order to enlist the physical 
space of the gallery as image. These unique photogram prints are made in the darkroom by a process which orients 
the paper vertically in relation to the enlarger above. They have a hermetic self-contained logic in that each is a 
photogram of the shadow cast by the enlarger light upon the fold. An image of its own physicality by the terms of its 
own making. The imprinted shadow mingles with the shadow cast by ambient light. Hovering between, these works 
retain both the image and objectness of the fold.  
 
Hubbards drawings articulate the potential of both the body and camera to delineate space while her large scale 
photogram installations lead us back to the very real and physical boundaries of the gallery itself. The fold being on 
scale with the viewers body becomes an essential nod to phenomenological divisions which rather then dividing work 
in tandem; the capacity to both see and be seen, though not the same thing, are nevertheless entangled.  
 
Katherine Hubbard has held solo exhibitions at The Kitchen, NY, Kate Werble Gallery, NY and Company Gallery, 
NY. Her solo and collaborative performances have been presented at MoMA PS1, NY; Judd Foundation, NY; 
Participant Inc.,NY; c.off, Stockholm, Sweden; Whitney Museum of American Art, NY; Brooklyn Museum, NY and the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, NY. Hubbard received her MFA from the Milton Avery Graduate School of the Arts at 
Bard College and she currently lives and works in Brooklyn, NY. 
 
Baxter St at the Camera Club of New York is a 501(c)3 artist run arts organization. Each year, Baxter St at CCNY selects four emerging photographers living in 
New York City for the Workspace Residency Program, which offers them analog and digital workspace at the International Center of Photography, access to the 
Baxter St at CCNY community and programs, and solo exhibitions at Baxter St. This exhibition is the third in a series of four solo exhibitions by 2016 winners of 
the Workspace Residency, supported by the Jerome Foundation, the New York State Council on the Arts with the support of Governor Andrew M. Cuomo and 
the New York State Legislature, the New York City Department of Cultural Affairs, in partnership with the City Council, Kodak, and Fujifilm. 
 

 


